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Reconnaissance has published the
Call for Papers for The Holography
Conference™ which will be held
in Athens, Greece from 14-15
November, 2019.

The conference includes an exhibition
area for booths, enabling companies
of all sizes to exhibit and display
their products. In addition, the
conference will also be preceded by
a new half day workshop on ‘Vacuum
R2R Metallisation For Holographic
Applications’, by Professor Nadir Ahmed
from Idvac.

Canada-based Nanotech Security
Corp – an innovator in the research,
creation and production of nano-optic
structures and colour shifting materials
used in brand protection and brand
enhancement – recently announced the
release of its first commercial products
– LiveLogo™ and Dynamic Portrait™,
specifically targeting the commercial
brand market.

This is the only global conference for the
commercial holography industry – and it
has tracked every new development in
holography since 1990.
For the first time, the conference is
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LiveLogo. Left image when tilted left. Centre image, viewed straight on. Right image when tilted right.
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